Allied Physicians Group, a Long Island, N.Y., physicians group of 150 pediatricians has selected Dimensional Insight, a developer of business intelligence (BI) solutions to use its Diver Platform to attain valuable insights on revenue cycle management and clinical and financial operations initiatives.

Allied Physicians Group was in need of a well-designed, flexible and easy-to-use analytics platform that would span across its 35 office locations. The health network also wanted a solution that would help to drive down overall costs while increasing the quality of its pediatric care delivery. Since adopting Diver Platform, the health network has been able to successfully identify specific business processes for continued financial health while pinpointing the clinical procedures that elevate the facilities' quality of care delivery.

“Because of Dimensional Insight’s Diver Platform, Allied Physicians Group has become a completely data-driven organization and we can now fully understand all aspects of our business operations,” said Gary Mirkin, M.D., CEO for Allied Physicians Group. “As we continue to derive unique business insights in the months ahead, our practices will be better positioned to increase revenues, lower operational costs and establish best practices amongst our physicians.”

Dimensional Insight’s Diver Platform is a flexible enterprise-wide business intelligence and analytics solution that gives healthcare organizations a more complete understanding of their data, enabling users to transform insights into measurable actions. Given the complex nature of healthcare today, hospitals and healthcare providers often employ hundreds of disparate data sources to capture necessary insights, often preventing key decisions from being made efficiently. Diver Platform allows customers to get the right information into the right hands at the right time in a cohesive and cost-effective manner.